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Abstract—The purpose of trajectory segmentation algorithms is 
to replace an input trajectory by a sub-trajectory with fewer 
points than the input, but that is also a good approximation to 
the original trajectory. As such, trajectory segmentation is an 
essential pre-processing step for trajectory mining algorithms, 
such as clustering. Among the segmentation strategies that are 
commonly used for trajectory clustering is Minimum 
Description Length (MDL)-based segmentation, which consists 
in finding a sub-trajectory such that the sum of its distance to 
the input trajectory and its overall length is minimum. However, 
there are no efficient algorithms for optimal MDL-based 
segmentation; there are only approximate algorithms. In this 
work we fill this gap by proposing a parallel multicore algorithm 
for MDL-based trajectory segmentation. We use three real-life 
datasets to show that our algorithm achieves optimal MDL, and 
compare its performance against Traclus, the state-of-the-art 
approximate Description Length (DL) segmentation algorithm. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
With the ubiquity of location sensors like GPS phones, it 

has become easy to collect large trajectory datasets, such as 
Geolife [1]. A trajectory T is a discrete sequence !", 	!%,
… , 	!'(%	of positions that a moving object occupies in time as 
time goes by. Equivalently, a trajectory T is a sequence of 
segments with endpoints !) and !)*%. This type of data can be 
collected through a continuous sampling of an object’s 
movement with location sensors like GPS. 

Large trajectory datasets, like Geolife, can be used in 
many different fields. For example, they can be employed in 
epidemiology, to help centers of disease control contain the 
spread of avian influenza by discovering the underlying 
migration trajectories of mallards [2]. They can also be used 
in trajectory-based advertising, where a shopping mall, after 
tracking the movements of the shoppers that have logged into 
the mall’s wifi network, can send personalized advertising 
information to customers based on their paths inside the mall 
[3]. Both these applications can be solved using trajectory 
clustering algorithms such as Traclus [4]. This type of 
algorithm divides a set of trajectories into groups, such that 
the trajectories in each group are the most similar to each 
other, while also very dissimilar to the trajectories in other 
groups. In the first application, trajectory clusters would 
reflect different migration trajectories, and in the second 
application, trajectory clusters would describe different 

movement patterns of shoppers around a mall. In order to find 
correct movement patterns, trajectory clustering algorithms 
need to pre-process the input trajectories. Among the many 
preprocessing operations that are needed for trajectory 
clustering is trajectory segmentation. 

The problem of trajectory segmentation [5] can be stated 
as follows. Given a trajectory T with points !", !%, … , !'(%, 
find a sub-trajectory S, called a segmentation of T, consisting 
of a sequence of points !+,, !+-, … , !+./-  satisfying: (i) 0 =
2" ≤ 2% ≤ ⋯ ≤ 25(% = 6 − 1;	(ii) S must have fewer points 
than T, i.e., :	 < 	6, so that S is a concise representation of T; 
and (iii) S is a precise approximation of T, that is, the 
polygonal line made up by connecting consecutive points in S 
should be as close as possible to T. The points that make up a 
segmentation are called its characteristic points. 

Segmentation is very important for trajectory clustering 
algorithms like Traclus [4] [5] because of at least two reasons. 
First, segmentation reduces the number of points of the input 
trajectories, without a significant sacrifice in precision. In 
doing so, it helps decrease the execution time of the clustering 
algorithms and the amount of space needed to store the 
trajectory data. Second, trajectory clustering algorithms like 
Traclus perform a special type of clustering called local 
clustering which, instead of finding global trajectory patterns, 
discovers the local movement tendencies of the objects. These 
local movement patterns of trajectories are captured by their 
constituent segments, which is why Traclus segments the 
input trajectories before clustering them. 

The problem of trajectory segmentation comes with 
several challenges. One of them is that conciseness and 
precision are each achieved at the expense of the other. This 
is because if S has significantly fewer points than T (i.e., S is 
very concise), then, in general, S will be a worse 
approximation of T (i.e., S is not very precise), and vice versa. 

Another challenge relates to Big Data, and consists in the 
computational cost involved in processing a large database of 
trajectories. In applications such as the ones mentioned 
previously, there are large numbers of trajectories involved. 
This combined with the sizes of trajectory databases makes 
segmentation a computationally challenging problem. 

One class of trajectory segmentation techniques is based 
on [4], which uses the Minimum Description Length (MDL) 
principle. The idea behind this technique is that, given an input 
trajectory T, output the sub-trajectory S that minimizes the 
description length (DL), where the DL is defined as the 
number of bits required to encode the lengths of the segments 



of S, plus the number of bits to encode the distance from S to 
T. Based on this definition of DL, we see that a segmentation 
with the minimum description length is one that is a good 
approximation (precise) to the input T, but that also has few 
points (concise). However, computing the description length 
(DL) for all possible subsequences of T has worst-case time 
complexity < 2

'
, where n is the size of the trajectory. For 

this motive, Traclus, instead of computing a segmentation 
with the minimum description length, uses an approximate 
algorithm to find a segmentation that has a small, but maybe 
not the least description length. 

In this paper we propose an algorithm with an <(6?) 
worst-case time complexity, called DynMDL, for computing 
the exact minimum description length segmentation. To the 
extent of our knowledge, there does not exist a work 
describing an efficient way to compute the MDL 
segmentation for a trajectory, or an experimental comparison 
between the approximate and the exact MDL segmentation 
approaches. We also show that our technique can be 
parallelized on multicore CPUs. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II discusses related work. Section III presents 
description length (DL) segmentation. Section IV contains our 
proposed parallel algorithm for trajectory segmentation. 
Section V contains our experimental evaluations. Finally, 
Section VI presents conclusions and future research. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Among the existing trajectory segmentation algorithms we 

find the work [4]. The key idea behind this technique consists 
in finding a sub-trajectory with small DL. Our proposed 
technique, called DynMDL, also uses the same MDL 
principle; however, instead of introducing an approximate 
serial algorithm to compute a segmentation, we propose an 
exact < 6

?  parallel algorithm for computing a segmentation 
with minimal DL. 

Besides DynMDL, another trajectory segmentation 
technique based on dynamic programming is [6]; however, 
this technique uses a cost measure that is different from DL, 
and that does not take the angular distance between the input 
trajectory and its segmentation into consideration. 
Considering the angular distance between the input trajectory 
and the segmentation is a desirable property because it helps 
ensure that the resulting segmentation has a similar orientation 
to that of the input trajectory. 

The work in [7] presents a trajectory segmentation 
framework that minimizes the number of characteristic points 
of the segmentation using a greedy algorithm. Our work 
minimizes instead the description length and the length of the 
segmentation. 

III. BACKGROUND 

A. Notation 
In the following discussion, if T is a trajectory consisting 

of the sequence of points !", !%, … , !'(%, then we denote by 
T[i:j] the subsequence !), !)*%, … , !A. A segmentation of T is 
denoted by S. 

B. Distance Between Two Segments 
Given two segments B)  and BA  where B) ≥ BA ,  the 

orthogonal distance [4] between them is: 

DE B), BA =

:
E%

?
+ :

E?

?

:E% + :E?

 

where :E% is the distance from one of the endpoints of BA to B), 
:E? is the distance from the other endpoint of BA to B), and the 
angular distance between those two segments is: 

DG B), BA =

BA ∙ sin L , MN	0 ≤ L ≤ O 2

BA ,																	MN O 2 ≤ L ≤ O.

 

C. Description Length 
If Q = !+,

, !+-
, … , !+./-

is a segmentation for the trajectory 
! = !", !%, … , !'(%, then it is possible to measure the quality 
of the segmentation S as the sum of two terms B R  and 
B S R . B R  is the number of bits necessary to write the 
hypothesis, i.e., to encode the sum of the lengths of the 
segmentation S, and B S R  is the number of bits necessary 
to encode the angular (DG)	and the orthogonal distances (DE) 
between the input trajectory T and the segmentation S. More 
formally: 

B R = log? BW6XYℎ !+[
!+[\-

																		

5(?

A]%

 

B S R = log? DE !+[
!+[\-

, !̂ !̂ *%

+[\-(%

^]+[

5(?

A]%

+ log? DG !+[
!+[\-

, !̂ !̂ *% 		 

Then, the description length (DL) of the segmentation S is 
defined as B S R + B R . The lower the DL the better. 

D. The MDL Segmentation Problem 
The MDL segmentation problem can be stated as follows: 

given an input trajectory T, find a sub-trajectory Q =
!+,
, !+-

, … , !+./-
of T with the minimum DL. As explained 

before, the work in [4] proposes an approximate algorithm 
which returns a segmentation that may not have the minimal 

 
Figure 1.-DynMDL vs. Traclus 



DL. This is illustrated in Figure 1, where we see that for the 
input trajectory ! = !", !%, !?  our algorithm DynMDL 
generates a segmentation Q = !+,

, !+-
= !", !?  with DL= 

3.19, while Traclus generates a segmentation Q = !+,
,

!+-
, !+_

= !", !%, !? with DL equal to 3.51. In this work we 
compute a MDL segmentation using an efficient algorithm. 

IV. THE DYNMDL ALGORITHM 
In this section we describe our proposed DynMDL 

algorithm for computing a MDL segmentation Q =
!+,
, !+-

, … , !+./-
 for an input trajectory	! M: a .	 

A. Theoretical Foundation of DynMDL 
In this section we introduce the optimality property of 

MDL segmentations on which DynMDL relies. 
Property. The MDL segmentation problem has optimal 
substructure. In other words, assume that Q = !+,

, !+-
, … ,

!+./-
= Q[0: : − 1]  is a MDL segmentation of a trajectory 

! M: a ,	where, by definition, 2" = M  and 25(% = a.  Then, S 
satisfies the following conditions: 

1. For any point !+d	with 0 < e < : − 1, then Q 0: e  is 
an MDL segmentation of ! M: 2^ , and Q e: : − 1  is 
an optimal MDL segmentation of ! 2^: a . 

2. If there does not exist a point !+d	with 0 < e < : − 1, 
then the MDL segmentation of trajectory T[i:j] 
contains only two characteristic points: !) and !A. 

This property is illustrated in Figure 2, where we see that 
Q[0: 1] is an MDL segmentation of ![0: 1], and Q[1: 2] is an 
MDL segmentation of ![1: 4]. Because of this property, the 
DL of any MDL segmentation Q = Q", Q%, … , Q5(%,	denoted by 
gSB M, a , for a trajectory T[i:j] satisfies the following: 
gSB(M, a) = min gSBijk M, a , min

)l^lA

[gSB M, e + gSB e, a ]  

where gSBijk(M, a) is the DL of encoding ! M: a , assuming 
that !) and !A are the only characteristic points in S, i.e., the 
DL of a segment mWX(!), !A) from	!)  to	!A. An algorithm for 
computing the gSBijk(M, a) is presented in Figure 5. 

B. Description of DynMDL 
In this section we explain the key details of DynMDL. Its 

pseudocode is presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Figure 3 
presents the core of DynMDL. DynMDL receives as input a 
trajectory T of length N, and its key idea consists in computing 
the MDL matrix, whose entry (i,j) contains the MDL for 
trajectory T[i:j], for any i and j in [0,…N-1]. Once this MDL 
matrix is computed, we know that entry (0, N-1) contains the 
MDL for T. In Lines 1 – 9 DynMDL fills the MDL matrix 
diagonal by diagonal, starting from the diagonal that is 

immediately to the right of the principal diagonal. At each 
entry it computes the MDL segmentation for ![M: a],  using 
(Line 6) the recursive formula for the MDL introduced in 
Section IV.A, and records the characteristic point for ! M: a  
in splits(i,j) (Line 7). Since the elements lying within a 
diagonal of the MDL matrix are independent of each other, we 
can exploit this to assign the computation of separate entries 
in a same diagonal to different cores. Once the MDL matrix 
has been filled, Line 10 of Figure 3 calls list_segmentation, in 
Figure 4, which uses the splits matrix to recursively append 
the characteristic points of the MDL segmentation of ! M: a  
to the list S. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
In this section we present our experimental evaluation. All 

algorithms were implemented on a workstation with Ubuntu 
14.04, with 2 Intel Xeon chips, 64 GB of RAM, and OpenMP. 

Function dynMDL  
Input: Trajectory ! 
Output: A segmentation S of T 

1 N ← T.size() // Num. points of T 

2 /* We iterate over the diagonals that are off to the right 
of the principal diagonal, which has index 0. */ 

3 for diagonal in [1,…,N-1] 
4         for i in [0,..,N-1] do in parallel 
5                 j ← diagonal + i 

6                 MDL(i,j) ← min(MDLpar(i,j),  
                                     MDL(i,k) + MDL(k,j), for i<k<j) 

7 
                splits(i,j) ← choose the k in [i,j] where the   
                                    minimum DL was achieved, or     
                                    choose i if min was MDLpar(i,j) 

8         end for 
9 end for 

10 S ← new List; list_segmentation(0, N-1, splits, S) 
11 return S 

Figure 3.- Pseudo-code of DynMDL 

Function MDLpar  
Input: Trajectory !, int i, int j 
Output: MDLpar(i,j) 

1 DL ← Length of the segment mWX(!), !A) 
2 for each segment !̂ !̂

*%	
contained in ![M: a] 

3 
        DL ← DL + log? nDEo!e!e+1, mWX(!), !A)pq 

																			+log? nDGo!e!e+1, mWX(!), !A)pq 
4 end for 
5 return DL 

Figure 5.- Pseudo-code of MDLpar 

 
Figure 2.- Optimal Substructure of DynMDL 

Function list_segmentation  
Input: int i, int j, Matrix splits, Queue S 
Output: A trajectory segmentation of T 

1 if splits(i,j) ≠	i then 
2         list_segmentation(i, splits(i,j), splits, S) 
3         S.append(splits(i,j)) 
4         list_segmentation(splits(i,j), j, splits, S) 
5 end if 

Figure 4.- Pseudo-code of list_segmentation 



A. Datasets and Competing Techniques 
For our experiments we use three real-life datasets. 

Geolife [1] is the result of using cellphones to track the daily 
movements of 182 individuals in Beijing, China. Geolife 
contains 17,500+ trajectories and 23,600,000+ points of the 
form (x,y,t) (x and y coordinates plus time). We preprocess 
this dataset by removing all outlier points having coordinates 
not located in Beijing, by truncating trajectories to 256 points, 
and by converting its coordinates to meters. The deer dataset 
[4] was collected by the Starkey project, and consists of 
trajectories of deer; this dataset contains 32 trajectories and 
32,000+ points. The hurricane dataset [4] contains the 
trajectories of all Atlantic hurricanes from 1950 to 2004; this 
dataset contains 608 trajectories and 19,000+ points. 

We compare our DynMDL multicore algorithm on 30 
cores against a single core Traclus segmentation, which is the 
approximate algorithm introduced in [4]. 

B. Evaluation Metrics 
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, we use 

execution time (ET) measured from the point when the 
algorithm starts processing the first trajectory until it finishes 
processing the last trajectory in the dataset. To measure the 
quality of the segmentation we use the description length 
differential, which we define as sSB = SB !tu2:vm −

SB Sw6gSB . To put this DL difference in perspective, we 
also use the normalized sSB, which is the result of dividing 
sSB  by x = log	(:W6(!)!)*%))"y)y'(? .  This normalized 
DL (sSB	/x) represents how much larger the DL of Traclus 
is with respect to DynMDL’s in terms of the length of the 
input trajectory. For example, if the normalized sSB is 0.3, 
then that means that the DL of Traclus is larger than that of 
DynMDL by an amount equal to a third of the number of bits 
required to encode the lengths of the segments of the input 
trajectory. Therefore, the larger the normalized sSB , the 
costlier Traclus is when compared to DynMDL. 

C. Experimental Results 
In this section we present the results of our experiments. 
1) MDL Cost Comparison 

In this experiment we compare our multicore DynMDL 
algorithm vs. Traclus segmentation in terms of the DL 
achieved in the output trajectories. Table 1 presents the DL 
cost difference sSB	for each dataset. The reason for the large 
difference in the number of bits is because of the behavior of 
the logarithm for real numbers around 0, where this function 
diverges to negative infinity. We see that in all cases sSB >
0, which means that on average Traclus segmentation does 
not achieve the minimum DL. We observe then that in all 
three datasets, the DL differential between Traclus and 
DynMDL ranges from 36% (hurricane dataset) to 173% 

(Geolife) of the number bits required to encode the lengths of 
the segments of the input trajectory. 

2) Impact of the Sizes of Trajectories on Execution Time 
We observe in Table 2 that Traclus segmentation is 

consistently faster than our multicore DynMDL. The reason 
for this is that DynMDL has < 6

?  worst-case time 
complexity, where 6  is the length of the trajectory, vs. 
Traclus segmentation which has < 6  worst-case time 
complexity. This is the reason behind the difference in ET 
between the Deer and the Hurricane datasets, which have an 
average trajectory size of 627 and 31 points, respectively. 
Geolife trajectories have fewer points on average (211), but 
the dataset is much larger than the other two. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this paper we proposed a multicore algorithm for 

finding an optimal MDL trajectory segmentation, and 
showed that it can be parallelized on multicore systems. We 
evaluated our proposed technique on three real-life trajectory 
datasets, and observed that our proposed technique, despite 
being slower than the approximate MDL segmentation 
algorithm, achieves from 43% to 173% lower DL on average. 
For future work we plan to study how this segmentation cost 
differential between Traclus segmentation and DynMDL 
impacts the performance of trajectory clustering algorithms. 
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Table 2.- Total execution time per dataset 

Technique Deer Hurricane Geolife 
DynMDL 52s 0.6s 1029s 
Traclus 0.08s 0.1s 260s 

 

Table 1.- Average cost difference between Traclus and DynMDL  

Metric Deer Hurricane Geolife 
|}~�Ä 1079.5 39.1 657.7 

Normalized |}~�Ä 0.43 0.36 1.73 
 


